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About This Game

【Intro】

A game about romancing monks?! All the romanceable characters are monks?!
Sweet yet seductive! The untainted body and soul that only you can touch…

PS: The game is set in an alternate history with an alternate religion.

【Hair Switch】

If it doesn’t suit your taste then shave their hair off! There’s actually a unique option to control the male characters’ hair at will!

【"Awful" Characters】

Completely fixated on training yet a lover of all things fuzzy denpa Zhikong, the outwardly charming yet inwardly shy frugal
housewife Huihai, the martial artist clean freak and tsundere ponytail Ziqing, there’s surely someone who will interest you.

No one is normal?!

【Performance】

Lively visual performance, some CGs are even partially animated!
Lost in Secular Love that was initially released on 2014 is now finally on Steam! The ban against livestreaming and/or recording
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gameplay has also been lifted! Anyone is welcome to record/livestream gameplay!
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Title: Lost in Secular Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
YETU GAME
Publisher:
YETU GAME
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1000MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Memory 128Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Classic old school puzzle game. Sea of Stars at it's heart is one of the most elegent time wasters you will ever play. Embark on a
galactic adventure for exploration and profit spiced up with deadly combat, and do it all in twenty minuites or less. Sometimes
that less is your first encounter the game will neatly explode your ship even on the easy setting.

  Long before the terms "Rougelike " and "Sandbox" this game was all those in it's past two lives. For new players it offers a
pretty rich well thought out world to knock around in. For long time players it has almost all your goodies waiting to be found
[except for a few of the rather broken ones, cough, altheric mirror, cough] plus some new goodies.

You can still build a floatilla to help you with the dangers of infinite space, but there are some major upgrades here. Fighters
cant be destroyed in combat. well they can but you get to rebuid them after combat, so now you can actully use them instead of
hoarding them. Second you can upgrade your ships! Want a terran Battleship? Turn in your ill gotten gain to buy the beefest of
hulls. This goes for your floatilla ships also , just find thier homeworlds and they upgrage to for a cost. The combat simulator
gives you a chance to try out all ships and weapons found in the game to see just what you like. I have no doubt that if you have
played the eariler versions of the game your gonna love it, plus it is still in early access so just how much more goodies are
gonna get put in.

About early access.
Right now the game runs and functions well, I have had the rare crash, but other then that all aspects plugged into the game
work well.

Gripes.
Few and mostly tiny. I miss the missings items like the cloak of Babalon and the Altheric Mirror, but these items were
unbalanced at best. I miss having to return to Glory [home planet] to complete mission just being able to retire anywhere seems
a little cheesey. I really miss the end game statements that assingned my captain a postion and carrear in life based on my score
type. I hope that does get put back in for the full version.

So got time to waste and wish to be endlessly entertained? This is the game that will lurk on your hard-drive for years supplying
that need. should you get it. Oh hell yes!. Great Game, Seriously. Easy to learn hard to Master. Nice, deep strategic indie game!!
Just need you for play! Join! Fight! and die for TRY :D. This has good potental but my issue is that people don't drop items after
they die, that was a thing in Bomberman so the end 1v1 fight doesn't last too long, there also needs to be a timer as well.. This is
a very short but relaxing game which tells how Nephise became an orb collector. The graphics are beautiful, as is the music. An
elderly woman narrates the game, giving instructions for the few puzzles as well as a bit of story. You can often find the game
on sale, at which point it's well worth the investment.

I would recommend loading Nephise Begins after a rough day and just wandering around the valley as a way to unwind.
Whether or not it's worth the full price would depend largely on whether you buy this as a game (no) or want it more for its
calming effect (yes).. GET THIS GAME

once u get past the unlock system its awesome. This is the best *beeping* DLC I've ever purchased. *beep* I don't care if it's
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1,99 - you listened to what some fans wanted and you *beeping* served it to us eventually. Plus, I'm all for supporting these
developers. Now *beep* off will ya!. Pretty buggy. Sometimes the words you type don't even register, espeically noticeable in
Hard mode. Kind of ruins the vibe. Graphis and sound is amazing though, gotta give them credit there. Just sucks the main
attraction \/ functionality doesn't work . Leaderboards and everything encourage replayability, but it's lacking variety.. My
overview: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PDL6TGUIDjA

The game is better than I thought it would be. I thought it would be only batting penguins. But after you bat them you get to
guide them in flight via a glider, and when they land on snow via a snowmobile! You get item upgrades that further increases the
travel distance of the penguins.

I ran into a few hiccups here and there. I felt like the rings were a little too low. I always found myself flying higher than all of
the cool stuff down below. It still exceeded my expectations and is good all around fun. Could see this being a great game for
kids.. i would like to add that no reviewer has made it over the hour mark here.

Wasnt very good. 1st ill be funny..... Why is the chick there.... Dont ya think i get blue balls enough. Then i whack her tity with
a bludgeon and she moans like she likes it. Anyways for some reason the gameplay is split between catagorys.... So rage mode is
a special power up so much as a whole seperate mode all together. Then there survival and gore. Gore you have hands but....
Cant punch... Here you can do what i thought you could do in any mode which is grab the men and rip thim up.... Throw them
ect. .. Only in this mode though..... You can see the issues now..... Survival is a go as long as possible with powerups thing and
just wasnt very fun... I mean you have hands here also but cant do anything but punch.... I thought this was stupid. Why are
these different modes... Just to waste my time... Luckily youll only get 30 minutes in before you realized there is nothing else
and refund. I litterally had more fun whacking the menu stuff( that was good idea) than the actual game.This is just too little and
too spread out for me too enjoy. Also two of the modes are 60 second modes.... So no recommend here. Becuase of gameplay...
Not tge asthetic.
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HOW DOES INDIANA JONES FIND ALL THESE TREASURES WHEN HES TOO ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ TO JUMP???????. Free
to play but not pay to win!!, really interessting Idea for PvP and gameplay in generall, worth to check out cause its pretty fun :3.
This is basically A BROWSER GAME *POOF*. This game is just like the original Amiga version and much better in HD - plus
it comes with achievements, trading cards and more!

It maybe a old game, but this game rocks near 1992 and 20 years from then it still rocks.. Eh, its a mixed bag. Do i like it? well,
not really. I mean, the concept and inital gameplay is alright, until you realise you control both cars, then you understand, it
kinda sucks, with an AI controlling the other car and just tyring to outdo it, that would be far more fun, but instead, you have to
fumble around with two cars, and if you miss a single dot, or hit a single barricade, you lose, i mean i thought the dots were for
score, but no, they are Vital to the game, and it makes it unfun, i would rather have it be on the result screen have it show how
many i missed to encourage you to do more. the audio settings DO NOT WORK. I cannot turn off the sound for longer than one
match, so each match if you want it off you have to go into options, which is annoying. overall, sure, for 1.99 or .99 its a game,
would I reccomend it? no. Unless refined a bit more, and adding AI and only controlling one car, i say its a solid pass.. An
incredible experience with tons of fun! One of the best wizard simulators out there. Get it while it's free!. I one way exited into
your mom. samshing cows to bloody pulps. i hate cows. 10/10

. This game was complete♥♥♥♥♥
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